SKIN TREATMENT SYSTEM
NATURAL ACTIVE INGREDIENTS
ENRICHED WITH MINERALS FROM THE DEAD SEA

RESTORE YOUR HANDS AND FEET TO THEIR NATURAL
ELASTICIZED, MOISTURIZED, HEALTHY SKIN CONDITION

DermoSilk
Hand Cream / Foot Cream

FOR VERY DRY AND CRACKED SKIN
All the Middle Eastern nomads have known for centuries that the Lesser Elecampane (Inula
Viscosa) plant is the best solution for dry and cracked skin on palms, elbows or heels and
they have perfected its extraction method almost to an art.
The Bedouins suffering almost chronically from this skin condition (due to their habitat), have
added strength to the Inula Viscosa treatment by combining it with another plant known from
the biblical days- the Common myrtle (Myrtuss Communis)- as a leading therapeutic plant
known for its ability to soften, calm and revitalize the skin.
We at Spider Pharm have taken this unique combination and perfected it to the highest
efficacy possible with NAI (Natural Active Ingredients) by adding and harnessing the
rejuvenation powers of the White poplar (Calendula Oficinalis) to turn this trio combo into a
delivery system that provides the skin with the minerals existing in our fourth NAI- the Dead
Sea Minerals- to serve as building blocks to rejuvenate the skin and restore its vitality while
providing it with all the moisture and nourishment it needs to return to its normal, healthy
elasticized condition to create the DermoSilk Hand Cream and DermoSilk Foot Cream.
A continuous treatment with DermoSilk will not only restore the skin, closing the cracks and
ridding it from dryness and loss of elasticity, but will also strengthen it to a stage where it can
avoid returning to this condition again.
Dead Sea Minerals combined with natural oils and plant extracts creates a unique skin
treatment system that enhances the natural skin rejuvenation process without any short or
long term side effects caused by steroids or medicinal ingredients or any other strong
chemicals used in the industry these days.
The NAI (Natural Active Ingredients) used in DermoSilk keeps the skin healthy for the long
run and that’s what everyone is looking for.

DermoSilk
Hand Cream

FOR VERY DRY AND CRACKED SKIN
BEFORE

AFTER (one week)

CleaDerma DermoSilk Hand Cream will not force your skin to heal itself, it will
provide your skin with all the necessary building materials it needs in order to perform
its natural healing process and that will leave your skin healthier for the long run.

